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Dr. Laura Barwegen, Associate Professor of 
Education at Wheaton College, is an Associate 
Editor for the ICCTE journal. Laura assists the 
Editor in the process of manuscript reviews. Her 
careful diligence assures that your work is reviewed 
in a timely manner. 
Laura.Barwegen@wheaton.edu 
Research interests: the area of neuropsychology, 
investigating the connections between neurological 
research — such as neuroplasticity, attention, 
emotion, memory systems, mirror neurons – and 
Scripture. 
Teaching interests: the art of providing experiences 
from which individuals cannot escape without 
learning. 
Laura is kept busy with family, service in the 
church, editorial duties for ICCTE, mentoring and a 
love of the great outdoors! 
“In my saner moments, my wild hope is just to 
finish my book on Neuropsychology, Theology, and 
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